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ACT ONE
Explosive attack on vehicle of the
Koridallos prisons director
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ACT EIGHT
Incendiary/explosive device against
Board of Elections office
Chile — November 2013

ACT TWO
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Navplio prison screw
Greece — June 2013

ACT NINE
Explosive attacks against
banks and church
Mexico — November/December 2013

ACT THREE
Burning down the third floor of
former Sheraton Hotel
Indonesia — June 2013

ACT TEN
ATM bombed
Indonesia — January 2014

ACT FOUR
Parcel bomb to former commander of
the anti-terrorist division
Greece — July 2013
ACT FIVE
Incendiary attack against a
school for police
Indonesia — August 2013

ACT ELEVEN
Incendiary attacks on municipal
vehicle, security vehicle, and Greek
diplomat’s vehicle
Germany — April 2014
ACT TWELVE
Incendiary attacks on election offices
and cars, national electric office, and
three power plants
Indonesia — April/May 2014

ACT SIX
Parcel bomb for chief prosecutor
in the CCF case
Greece — September 2013

ACT THIRTEEN
Sabotage of petrol pumps and ATMs
Italy — May 2014

ACT SEVEN
Burning down of sawmill
at hunting resort
Russia — October 2013

ACT FOURTEEN
Four arsons against cellular
transmission infrastructure
United Kingdom — June 2014

I
Freedom for anarchists of praxis incarcerated in Italy
i. ‘Return of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire from the ashes’
Only in those moments when our tension for freedom is rejoined with
practice do we truly manage to live anarchy, here and now. Unfortunately
the dream we carry in our hearts is too great to avoid the risk of finding
ourselves up against the monstrous wall of authority raised in defense of
the State and Capital. When we really put our life in play, inevitably we
end up confronting the hardness there is in the struggle: death and prison.
Nicola Gai, Italian comrade accused in
the Olga Cell-FAI case [May 2013]
The Conspiracy of Cells of Fire-FAI/IRF in collaboration with
comrades from the Consciousness Gangs, honouring our old and timeless
friendship, blew up the private car of the female director of Koridallos men’s
prisons, Maria Stefi, as a display of genuine solidarity with our ten imprisoned
brothers and sister, Giorgos P., Olga, Gerasimos, Christos, Michalis, Giorgos,
Haris, Theofilos, Panagiotis, Damiano, that have taken responsibility for their
participation in the Conspiracy.
After almost two years of silence throughout the Greek territory, the
CCF returns. Maintaining a common front with the Consciousness Gangs,
the FAI cells (‘Antifascist Front’, ‘Unscathed Cell of Vengeance’, ‘Lone Wolf
Cell’, etc.) and the Sect of Revolutionaries, we support and strengthen the
international conspiracy of the Informal Anarchist Federation/International
Revolutionary Front.
The bomb we placed at the vehicle of the director of Koridallos prisons
is the first drops before the storm. Or, as it was written in the last communiqué
by the CCF against the Greek minister of Justice…
Certainly the necessity for strategy is now clearer than ever before. A
lightning does not ever travel in straight repetitive lines. It bursts out
unannounced. Even a seeming ‘silence’ is no retreat but quietness before
the thunder…
Clandestine sector, Informal Anarchist Federation/
Conspiracy of Cells of Fire (February 2011)
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So, now it’s time to make noise again. Noise against the militarization
in prisons and the continuous police raids by the disgraceful scum of the EKAM
special suppressive antiterrorist unit. Noise concerning the inquisition at prison
councils, where prison service prosecutors and directors are poisoning inmates
with fruitless hopes, at the same time that the denied requests for days of leave
or conditional release are being stacked on top of each other. Noise for all those
unimportant wearing the jailers’ uniform that think they personify Power and
thus give orders. Noise about the terrifying silence of the majority of prisoners
that have long ago exchanged freedom and dignity with a heroin dose, or day
wages, or a more ‘favorable’ prison transfer, or a brand new mobile phone…
Noise for the prolonged silence and inaction of a ‘space’ that likes to be called
anarchist, but are in essence as petty bourgeois and decadent as the society’s
civilization that they’re supposedly fighting.
ii. Chronicle of a war foretold
Over the recent months, a new regime prevails in Greek prisons.
The ministry of Justice as well as the prison administration and the public
prosecution promote the model of militarization for the ‘correctional system.’
To date there have been dozens of raids by fully armed EKAM cops into
prisoners’ cells, as part of the restructuring of prisons. These hooded chickens
with the full-body police harness have oftentimes shown ‘guts’ by hitting people
in handcuffs. In the correctional brothel of Grevena, the pigs used also taser
devices (electroshock weapons) against prisoners handcuffed behind their back.
In Koridallos prisons, the night raid operation of forty to fifty EKAM cops was
carried out through the ‘courtesy’ of the director Maria Stefi and the prosecutor
Troupi, who did not miss out on provocations and bullying from a safe distance.
We know that it never gets dark there, inside your prisons. Therein
memories are scratching, and one forgets how the sky looks without bars and
barbed wire. If death had its own colour, it should be painted on your prisons.
Because the realm of slow death lies on the inside, and one can feel it every
single day. It’s hanging from the walls in corridors, it sounds with every locking
of a door, it cries silently in disciplinary cells… There is no reason to continue
the ‘critique’ of your ‘correctional’ system.
We have said it in the past, when we placed a bomb of twenty kilos on
the outer wall of Koridallos prisons three years ago. Our imprisoned brothers
and sister from the CCF say it definitely better than we do, through their
writings, participating in the international dialogue of the Informal Anarchist
Federation/International Revolutionary Front.
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Besides, we do not expect something better from the empire of Power
that is flavoured with the ‘courteousness’ of democracy. All of its officials handle
perfectly their duties.
The judges sat on their imperial throne are handing prison sentences
that challenge even the scientific average of human lifespan: ‘Double life
sentence’… ‘Two hundred years in prison’… ‘Eighty years in prison’… To them,
the names of the accused are ultimately nothing but small annoying ink stains
on their thick indictments that must be erased.
Below them are the prisons directors; the small gods of penitentiary
institutions that give their commands behind their distant offices having the
confidence of being ‘the housemaster.’ This ‘business’ is run by them anyway.
Next to them are the prisons prosecutors, the ‘hand of god’. Their
signature opens the doors of ‘heaven’ or ‘hell.’ ‘Conditional release from prison…
rejected.’ ‘Five days of leave from prison… rejected.’ ‘Rejected’… ‘rejected’…
‘rejected’… is the only word they know to say. But these are all enemies. The only
thing to ask from your enemy is ultimate war.
The axe of criticism along with the nausea of unanswered questions
falls heavy on the inhabitants of the country of prisons. It falls heavy on the
prisoners themselves, most of whom accept passively their incarceration in the
sweatshops of democracy. Far from resembling a subculture of the revolutionary
imaginary icon of imprisoned ‘fighters’ as a heightened projection of the living
herein, the reality in prisons sounds frighteningly ugly: passivity… snitching…
customization… licking the prison service’s ass… getting high on drugs…
racism… cowardly cheekiness… self-pity… falsity…
Yet, this pathetic crowd can be transformed at once and become
‘combatant’ when it comes to a bottle cap of smack, to debts and loans, to the
sovereignty of each clan. That is when the prisoners’ inventiveness triumphs.
A piece of iron turns into a murderous knife in the most skillful hands, and a
sock hiding a heavy object turns into a weapon for the inner-hostilities between
inmates, who have learned much better how to eat each others’ flesh than they
ever did on the outside.
With the same stunning inventiveness, they hide in the most unlikely
places smack and other drugs they want to carry. However, this ingenuity is
absent when it comes to seeking revenge against those who locked them up and
deprived them of their freedom. How many former and current prison inmates
were involved in actual revenge on their jailers? How many prisoners found
the home address of a chief warden, or ambushed a prosecutor that threw their
request for leave or probation in the trash bin?
For this we call minority prisoners, who still have dignity, to plan acts
of vengeance.
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iii. The FAI/IRF international conspiracy
From our part over here, with the bombing against the director
of Koridallos prisons, we coordinate our attacks through the FAI/IRF
international network. It started when our brothers and sisters in Chile, of
the ‘Panagiotis Argirou’ insurrectionary anti-authoritarian cell, targeted the
National Association of Penitentiary Functionaries in Santiago on May 12th.
FAI/IRF is an international conspiracy of anarchists of praxis that sets
fire on the defense positions of reformist societist anarchists. It gets rid of the
smell of mold that has settled in anarchy seen at amphitheatres, and fills the air
with the smell of gunpowder, black anarchy, nighttime, explosions, gunshots,
sabotages. This explains why the International Revolutionary Front of FAI and
Conspiracy is on top of the anarchist dangers list as cited in recent Europol
reports.
Diffusion and informal organizing within the new anarchy into
autonomous cells of direct action are what really scare the police of the whole
world. Therefore, the State and the enemies of anarchy do not easily forget the
anarchist militants who are held captive under their prisons’ authority.
iv. For the brothers and sisters missing…
In Germany, comrade Thomas Meyer-Falk — who is held hostage for
participation in bank robbery with the aim of supporting subversive projects
— has already served his sentence, but remains incarcerated. In his case, an
old law of Nazi Germany was applied, under which prisoners may continue to
be kept in prison indefinitely, even when they have served their entire prison
term, if they are deemed ‘dangerous to society’… Thomas Meyer-Falk, with
his uncompromising attitude and refusal to kneel in front of Power, is still
considered dangerous for the social machine.
In Bulgaria, our comrade Jock Palfreeman remains hostage in prison,
after a scuffle with nearly fifteen fascists who tortured a Roma. A fascist fell dead
in the scuffle and another was seriously injured. We, for our part, send a signal of
solidarity to Jock and a promise that he is not alone.
At the same time, our brother Gabriel Pombo Da Silva is currently
incarcerated in Spain — moved from Germany a few months ago — and our
brother Marco Camenisch is imprisoned in Switzerland. Our two brothers are
confined for many years in the galleys of democracy because of their subversive
and anarchic action. Gabriel — who has fought numerous times against the
FIES special prison regime — is accused of a scuffle with cops in the German
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city of Aachen, and Marco is accused of eco-sabotages, escape from prison
and armed clash with border guards. While they have become eligible for
conditional release from prison, the international state machine tries to keep
them hostage, linking them to the ‘operation Ardire’, a case conceived by the
Italian State. A police case against the FAI/IRF network, in which apart from
Marco and Gabriel our comrades Giuseppe (‘Peppe’), Stefano, Elisa, Sergio,
Alessandro are co-accused and remanded in Italy, while some of our CCF
comrades imprisoned in Greece are also ‘under investigation.’
The state apparatus and its justice are now experimenting with similar
alchemies in Greece. Our brother and CCF member Gerasimos Tsakalos is at
the top of the blacklist of interrogators and judges. Currently, he has spent thirty
one months on remand — the ceiling is eighteen months — and his pretrial
detention was extended to another six months, describing him as ‘particularly
dangerous.’ Nevertheless, the charlatans of justice make newer experiments as
well. They open yet another case file, the double robbery in Velventos [Kozani],
and charge Gerasimos for instigating crimes by delivering a new pretrial
detention order to him. He is thus accused as instigator in a bank robbery case
that occurred when he was already in prison. What’s more, we do not forget that
last year, when his eighteen months’ remand period was reaching an end, the
mop called Mokkas (special appellate judge for the preliminary investigations)
put him on the second consecutive remand, while the comrade was in hospital
conducting hunger strike.
All this reinforces the certainty that we have, now more than ever
before: the liberation of our comrades will only happen through violence, with
guns, with an anarchist tromocracy and intensification of the new anarchist
urban guerrilla warfare… and then, woe to whoever stands in the way of our
comrades’ liberation.
v. Everything continues…
The struggle does not end just because some unimportant folks got
tired, and now they only show off their anarcho-medals on the catwalk, in the
mire of Exarchia [downtown Athens], nor does it stop because some folks shit
in their own pants and hunker down in whatever they’ve put on ice, or in their
pseudo-assemblies.
For us, there is no middle ground. They who declare openly their
anarchist intentions are facing a decisive dilemma, to either act or give up
anarchy forever. There can never be anarchy at the rear of coffee shops and
gossiping… Either act or shut up…
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In closing the proclamation of our reoccurrence along with the
Consciousness Gangs, we would like to dedicate our attack with all our
strength to our brothers and sisters imprisoned in the Italian State’s cells, and
furthermore send out our conspirative signal to Alfredo Cospito and Nicola
Gai, both accused of shooting Roberto Adinolfi (chief executive of nuclear
firm), an act for which the Olga Cell-FAI/FRI has claimed responsibility.
The words of coherence by the sisters and brothers in war are the only ones
that have true weight. The so-called ‘social anarchism’ makes everything
revolve around the instrument ‘assembly’, which has become a gym of
authoritarianism, terrain of breeding big and smaller leaders, whose sole
purpose is self-referentiality. The anarchist politicos do everything they can
to stave off the new that advances. The new that advances as well as the
making of the informal organization (…)
Alfredo Cospito [March 2013]
Courage and strength to the comrades who anonymously strike at the State
and Capital, courage and strength to those who give a name to their own
rage, courage and strength to the comrades who give life to the FAI/FRI. We
are going to give soul and body to the black international, there is a whole
world to destroy. Long live anarchy!
Nicola Gai [May 2013]
Brothers and sisters, the rendezvous is on…
We will be back — sooner than you expect…
Conspiracy of Cells of Fire-FAI/IRF
Consciousness Gangs-FAI/IRF
Sole–Baleno Cell1

1
Sole and Baleno — Maria Soledad Rosas and Eduardo Massari — were two
anarchist comrades accused of sabotage and anarchic dynamic actions in the 1990s.
Baleno ‘committed suicide’ in his prison cell. Sometime later, Sole ‘committed suicide’
in the special conditions of ‘house’ detention imposed to her. Their memory lives within
us, in our bullets, in our dynamite…
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II
The Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI) – International Conspiracy
for Revenge claims the responsibility for the placing of an explosive mechanism
and the blowing up of the car of known people-guard Argiris Gelbouras who
serves at Navplio prisons. This attack is a part of the “Phoenix Project” which
began with the blowing up of the car of the director of Koridallos prisons by the
Conspiracy of Cells of Fire.
The choice to strike this specific prison guard was not accidental. Argiris
Gelbouras (a.k.a. Rex) is for years now a faithful watchdog of authority. He is
one of those in charge of the dozens of beatings of prisoners in the prisons and is
at the same time a good friend of the plain clothes cops of Navplio police station.
Often he uses prisoners-lackeys of his in order to frighten or hit other prisoners
who demand their obvious “rights” or simply do not belong in his circuit of
influence inside the prisons. Argiris Gelbouras is a bully in a uniform. If some
screws insist on having ‘relevant behaviours’ and take out their complexities and
frustrations on the prisoners, we will visit them with worse intentions. Nothing
will remain unanswered. The enemies of freedom have names and addresses.
Simultaneously with this attack, we wanted to break the veil of
silence which covers up the tortures and the wretched living conditions of
the prisoners in Navplio prisons (and not only). Navplio prisons are a cement
grave where about 600 prisoners have been “buried” (at the same time when the
“specifications” of the building are for 300). In the cells which fit 2-3 people,
there are 6-7 prisoners, half of which sleep on the floor.
A few months ago on 4/3 a young prisoner in Navplio was let to die
because of the homicidal negligence of some correctional employees. The specific
prisoner suffered from tuberculosis and for days was complaining that he was
in pain and did not feel well. The answer of the service and the prison doctor
was the same which mockingly echoes in all prisons in Greece: “Take some
paracetamol (if there is any) and be patient”. “Paracetamol” cures everything in
prison… even tuberculosis. That day, the 26 year old died of cardiac arrest when
transferred to the hospital too late. On Tuesday 5/3 the prisoners of wings 1
and 3 revolted because of his death and did not go into their cells. The answer
of those in charge at the Ministry of Justice and Navplio prisons was as simple
as the paracetamol, only now it’s called MAT (riot cops). So two units of the
dogs raided the prison and the prisoners returned to their cells. Order and
security triumphed in Navplio prisons. After that, for about a month and a half
the prison guards of the gated cement bordello of Navplio repeatedly beat the
prisoners in revenge for the revolt and to remind those who disputed it even a
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bit, of who is boss. Society can calmly continue its eternal sleep. All its ugliness
is well hidden away in the prisons of democracy, there where revenge is called
justice and punishment correction.
In prison most prisoners become guinea pigs to the sadistic moods of
every sergeant or employee. It is not only overpopulation, terrible food, lack of
medical staff, but also the daily punishments of the service which roam around
like axes over the heads of the prisoners. Because a prisoner in prison does not
only have to do the sentence imposed by the scarecrows of justice, but often
do double time because of the disciplinary punishments imposed by the self
appointed little tyrants who wear a suit or tie and are called guards, sergeants,
directors and prosecutors of prisons.
Disciplinary actions, isolation, beatings, humiliating searches, sudden
transfers – kidnappings consist a part of the kidnapped daily life of the
prisoners. But the authority of the little tyrants does not stop there. It poisons
even the little daily moments of those captive. In each prison depending on the
sadism of each sergeant or director the prohibitions are on the daily list. Each
prohibition is accompanied always by the same answer: “Impossible because of
security reasons”. Fans for the summer, heaters for the winter, hobs and utensils,
weights for working out, mattresses to sleep on… “Impossible because of security
reasons”.
The refusals and irrationality continues even for what the prisoners buy
from the grocer. In some prisons you get some foods that in other prisons are
forbidden. Of course, there are not many times where the irrationality meets
the lure of economic interests. The economic agreements and supplies under
the table between the suppliers and the prison directors or sergeants are known
in the prison world. All this is known in the palaces of the Ministry of Justice
of sensitive leftist clown A.Roupakiotis. Besides, it’s not long since his secretary
Kanelopoulos pocketed many millions of euros from V.Milionis and the rest of
the ENERGIA clique who took 560 million euro from the society of the selfenslaved, bribed prosecutors and juridical circles in order to be released from
prison, at the same moment that thousands of poor-devils are piled up in the
prisons. Of course, no one speaks up and everyone bows the head yet again.
But no sheep ever saved itself with bleating. This is why we choose the path of
the lone wolf. We have no illusions about peaceful changes and fair solutions
from authority. Even if democracy created a “golden” prison with equal rights
for the prisoners, with hot water, clean mattresses and larger yards, it would
always remain a prison, a place of captivity. We are not looking therefore for
better solutions, but for all those ways that we can tear down the prisons, with
dynamite, with TNT, with guns, with bulldozers…
Simultaneously most prisoners must tear down the prison they have in
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their heads. The ethics of prison, the mentality of the incarcerated hyena which
devours the weak, the pseudo-nationalisms of every kind, the humiliating
dependency on drugs, the authority of the leaders and the enslaving of the
subjects… This is the only way that the walls will collapse and the bars will bend.
On the other side of the walls, we the “free besieged” choose for
ourselves the choice of weapons and dynamite against the prison guards of our
lives, the bosses and their directors, the priests and their followers, the cops and
their Golden-Dawners, the journalists and their viewers, the politicians and
their voters.
The new anarchist urban guerrilla is not a means of struggle, it is our
existence itself. All the rest which does not promote the continuous anarchist
insurrection is ideological cowardice.
FAI (Informal Anarchist Federation) in cooperation with the
Conspiracy of Cells of Fire aims to create a diffuse network of direct action
cell in the Greek territory which will strike where the enemy does not expect it.
Small autonomous flexible armed cells watch, collect info, sometimes cooperate
sometimes not and choose the moment of sudden attack. Only in the attack is
there life. We are anarchists of action, chaotic, nihilist, egoists, godless, we are
the carriers of the black flags of anarcho-nihilism.
For the diffusion of FAI (Informal Anarchist Federation) and IRF
(International Revolutionary Front).
Now and always
Insurrection, Attack, Revenge
SOLIDARITY and STRENGTH to the unrepentant outlaws and the
guerrillas of the CCF
Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI)
International Conspiracy for Revenge
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III
Brothers in chains, comrades in suffering, the battle is at hand. Soon we
will launch our attack, intoxicated with vengeance; the enemy will flee,
because the Federation of Sorrow is terrible.
Bruno Filippi
Our action (if it can) can be named PHOENIX PROJECT-PART 3.
This is our collective decision to respond to the call from our Greek comrades.
Tonight ( June 26) we moved out and brought the fire and burned
down the third floor of former Sheraton Hotel, ‘The Media Hotel and Tower’,
in Sahari Mountain Street, Jakarta. Our fire is to respond to the call from our
brothers in Greece in the Phoenix project and as a gesture of solidarity to K.
Sakkas, anarchist in hunger strike action to reach his freedom. We put the
incendiary with timer in one of the trash cans in the karaoke room (which is
located on the third floor) and let the fire speak for us.
Bring far our revolutionary greetings to the members of Conspiracy of
Cells of Fire: Imprisoned Members Cell; to the 4 anarchists who were arrested
in Kozani – we never forget you; for Cospito and Gai; to Carla, Ivan, Juan,
Marcelo and Freddy; and to Henry; and always to the anarchists prisoners in
Greece and Italy; and to other cells of FAI – IRF around the world.
We will never say that we are just a few, but we will let the fire speak on
our behalf.
Let’s make the Phoenix project as an international project for revenge!
ANGER UNIT
INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY FOR REVENGE
IRF – FAI
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IV
Be proud of your actions, because it is through disobedience and insurrection
that a bright ray of human beauty is born! Hello anarchists of praxis! Hello
brothers and sisters!
Renzo Novatore
Some thought that we raised a white flag. Some thought we forgot
our imprisoned brothers and sisters and sunk in the social swamp, next to the
two-legged herd. The bosses, journalists, politicians, society and the ridiculous
“anarchist” bureaucrats thought they got rid of us.
For all those, Project Phoenix is a punch in the gut. A punch in the
gut because the new anarchist urban guerrilla is here and tears down the desires
of all these worms to terminate our actions. Old groups are activated and new
are created, with the promise to give life to the nightmares of authority and its
subjects.
Comrade G.Tsakalos has been held on remand for 32 months when
the limit is 18. We do not care about the provisions of the constitution.
We do not desire the cleansing of institutions, we fight for their
destruction. We know that the law is a weapon in the hand of dominance, just
like we know that our ten imprisoned brothers and sisters will not be liberated
with legal procedures.
We believe authority is a total of values which in the core is the citizenmass human, who lies in the muck of stagnation, where everyone forgets their
name and responsibilities. But even in this disgust some have a name. One
of them is Dimitris Horianopoulos. During his service as a commander of
the anti-terrorist force, the operation against the R.O. CCF was carried out.
Horianopoulos is nothing more than a piece of garbage of the complexity of
security and the fact that he has retired does not mean that we forgot him. The
same goes for the rest of the scumbags in his department. They should know
that they are on the top of the target list of FAI/IRF.
We take responsibility for the sending of a parcelbomb to the scumbag
mentioned above, which was, unfortunately, detected.
We dedicate our attack to the UNREPENTANT and PROUD
members of the CCF, as well as all imprisoned anarchists of praxis, wherever
they are. We send our LOVE and RESPECT to all anarcho-individualists,
nihilists, and iconoclasts who discovered the fountain of life in the attack.
WE DO NOT BOW OUR HEADS TO NO ONE!
P.S. It was announced that the parcel was ignited after falling down in
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the post office. The parcel we sent was absolutely safe for anyone not a target.
The mechanism activates ONLY if the envelope is opened and not if it falls or
gets shaken. We do not know what happened. The only sure thing is that the
package was opened.
INFORMAL ANARCHIST FEDERATION
INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY FRONT
COMMANDO MAURICIO MORALES
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V
Brief Message To The Enemies
We will not talk about “unfair prosecutions”, about “the climate of terror
against those who fight”, nor about the “new totalitarian-ism” and things
like that. That’s because we know that none of these is new. These are simply
snapshots of the ancient war between two incompatible words: on the one
side lies the disgusting world of the Authority, of the submissive crowd
and of the social cesspit and on the other side, the anarchist insurgents,
the insubordinate fighters of the Negative, those who do not bow down to
nobody. We will neither talk about the others. The ones who these days feel
secretly happy and relieved. Now it’s not the time nor the place to do so.
They should bear in mind, however, that the time will come to talk about
these things.
Freedom To The Wolves of The North
When we said “nothing is over”, it’s not only just words. Our threats
will turn into action, time by time, every second we get the chance. And every
time, we will bring our actions closer to your face. Directly in front of your
guns, uniforms and prison – repressive tools that are often used to kidnap our
revolutionary comrades. We will never let you sleep well, because our war is not
over yet.
With this letter, we take responsibility for the arson against a school of
police in Sudirman St, Balikpapan, on 24 August 2013. We put the incendiary
device with timer in front of that school and let the fire do the rest. We chose
this target after we received news that Greek pigs invaded Steki Nadir and
kidnapped two comrades because of several attacks by different cells of FAI/
IRF. Our action is the direct revenge against the pigs everywhere, not only in
Greece.
We salute with fire our two brothers who are accused in our international
project of revenge : Phoenix.
We have nothing more to say to you, because we will let the fire explain
it. And for every inch in your step that invades our freedom, we will hit you back
more violent than before.
This action also to salute our comrades: Conspiracy of Cells of Fire:
Imprisoned Members Cell, our beloved ones Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai,
Hans Niemeyer, Juan, Marcelo and Freddy, to the Kozani 4, and to the prisoners
of war in Italy (from Ardire, Shadow, Thor, etc) and prisoners of war in Chile.
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Because every comrade is in our black hearts.
INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY for REVENGE
FAI-IRF
Free Mandylas and Tsavdaridis Cell
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VI
“EAT THE JUDGES”
Once again we meet in the Fire, with old and new comrades, determined
to overthrow the police estimations which wanted us to be a closed chapter of
an ended story. The Conspiracy of Cells of Fire is a never-ending story. It is the
inner flame that burns within us, it is the Phoenix which is born from its ashes
again and again… it is the Fire of Refusal and Nihilism which cry “I cannot stop,
I cannot be burnt, no one can put me out.”
About a month ago, both our brothers Andreas and Spiros were arrested
in Thessaloniki accused of sending a parcel bomb to the former commander of
the Anti-terrorist force. There is no need for many words. Brothers remember
that the sun will continue to rise for all of us whose homeland is the New
Anarchy. The Phoenix is born from it own ashes and continues to mock the
silence of the cowards, providing Promethea’s fire to the eternal insurgents.
Thus, the sending of the trapped parcel bomb to inquisitor Mokkas is
a first minimum and reflective response. It is the answer that for us the only way
to escape is to set fire to the reformist defence positions and to proceed to attack
first again.
Moreover, Damianos, Panagiotis, Theofilos, Christos, Haris, Giorgos.P,
Giorgos, Michalis, Olga, Gerasimos, namely the ten brothers and sister of the
CCF, all of who are already being held in captivity with double, triple and
quadruple sentences that even surpasses the 36 months, are now persecuted by
the prosecuting circles with the charge of inciting.
Dimitris Mokkas is exclusively entrusted with cases related to
“terrorism” on Greek territory. Which means exclusively our organization. The
career of this slimy object does not have any differences from that of any typical
juridical officer. Faint hearted little people which evolved into justice officials in
order to satisfy their own complexes. This specific clown did a bit better than
other worms of the appellate court in kissing his superior’s ass. His vanity to
get a higher position was satisfied. Now he is in charge of calls, interrogations
and detentions, always with a vengeful smile on his mouth. The peak of his
ridiculousness and cowardice was the postponement of the detention of our
comrade of the CCF Gerasimos Tsakalos a few hours before the expiry date,
above his bed, while he was also going through his 23rd day on hunger strike.
For all this that he has done we decided to also send him our own
revenge gift. Of course, not to the glass tower of the appellate, where with the
attitude of a thousand cardinals behind his office he signs the shitty legal papers
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against our brothers and sister, but sending our parcel to his personal residence,
where he feels safe. We know that all these scumbags, such as Mokkas, after their
sacred duty to hold captive the lives of dozens of people, go back to the warmth
of their own home, pretending to be an honourable husband and parent. Thus,
we followed the specific target, located his house and chose to send the parcel
bomb there. In this way we sent him our performance signed the Conspiracy of
Cells of Fire.
It is a fact that there is an insolence in this sector in the previous years.
Parody trials sentencing people to dozens of years in prison with no evidence.
Repeated detentions deprive freedom from whoever the cops consider a problem.
And we are not just talking about armed guerillas. It is a tactic founded with
anti-terror laws and is now used openly in dozens of cases. For all this insolence
are responsible also all those who are released from prison and forget the big
words of revenge against judges and prosecutors. Prisons therefore are also full
with people who although feel wronged from the decisions of this sector, never
transform this dissatisfaction into rage and rage into action.
Let this attack become an invitation for such acts of revenge, to all,
inside and out of the prison walls, who have experienced the rot of juridical
authority. It is not something unattainable. There are hundreds of juridical
workers. They do not guard themselves, and it is not that hard to find them.
Let’s all attack them with whatever everyone can. From beatings and arsons
up to bombs and executions. Only in this way will they understand there is a
war. And if they do not understand, surely we will feel better that we avenged
these inquisitors of justice. As for those inside the walls, the only decent attitude
towards these scumbags is the discrediting of this farce called a trial. Let alone,
when we speak of hostage revolutionaries and special terror trials.
With this attack we want to send our friendship and respect to our
imprisoned brothers and sisters in Latin America. To dignified comrades Freddy
Fuentivilla, Marcelo Villaroel and Juan Vega, who are accused in “caso security”.
The three comrades participated in the armed struggle against the state of Chile
in the 80s and 90s. Now they are in prison accused of bank robberies and the
execution of a cop during a shoot out.
We also dedicate it to unrepentant comrade Jose Miguel Sanchez
Jimenez. An urban guerilla who continued his struggle after the fall of the junta
in Chile, because as he wrote “i do not believe in their democracy”.
Also to anarchist vegan Braulio Arturo Duran Gonzalez, who is in
prison in Mexico accused of attacks on ATMs.
To Hans Niemeyer who is accused of subversive action and attacks on
symbols of authority. The Chilean state bailed him under house arrest. Hans,
broke his bail though, escaping into clandestinity. Unfortunately, a few months
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ago he was arrested and imprisoned.
To our brother Henry Zegarrando, who is accused by the Bolivian state
for attacks of FAI-Bolivia which took place in the country’s territory a while
ago. Henry, was transferred from prison to special regime of house arrest.
As well we send our warmest greetings to our recently released brothers
Mario Lopez, Ivan and Carlo. And of course a big hug which will hide from the
cops our wanted friend and comrade Felicity Ann Ryder, for whom an arrest
warrant has been put out in Mexico.
The Black International of Anarchists of Praxis through the FAI-IRF, is
everywhere. In the imprisoned comrades, the wanted anarchists, the anarchists
fighters of the streets.
This is why we want our voice and fires to travel to the other side of the
globe, to far Indonesia, strengthening the actions of our brothers and sisters, in
the FAI cells there. Recently, the cells of FAI-Indonesia, besides attacks against
the system, carried out a campaign of counter-information concerning the
execution of four prisoners by the special forces of the police. The four young
prisoners were accused of a clash which took place in a bar and during which
they killed a cop of the police special forces. A bit after their imprisonment
there was a night time raid in the prisons where they executed the four prisoners
in their cell, with kalashnikovs.
The comrades in Indonesia are not alone… All together, anarchoindividualists, nihilists, chaotics, we meet there where the new anarchy becomes
practice. We want to meet through our actions and experiment with the diffuse
of the Informal Anarchist Federation FAI. To mock the police control, become
more dangerous, support the international anarchist solidarity and attack for it.
That’s why — just like fire unites us — we share the same joy for an anarchist
attack as well as the sadness for a captivity or death of a comrade.
Concluding, we would like to dedicate a few words to those who the
echo of attack makes them feel the desire of action. We therefore send a guerilla
signal of fire to the comrades of anarchist steki Nadir in Thessaloniki, which was
once again the target of oppression. Towards a “movement” where the plague
of reformism and communism is spreading constantly in order to completely
take it over, anarchist steki Nadir, with all of its possible contradictions, remains
an annoying reminder which says that “anarchy is not a product for sale on the
ideological shelves of the supermarkets of the ‘veterans’ of the ‘movement’, but
it is insurrectionist violence in the street… ”
Finally, we know that our comrades in Indonesia a few months ago
dealt with a loss. Their, and our, brother Ryo, was stabbed to death in a clash.
Their loss is our loss. This is why we decided to call the cell of the Conspiracy
which sent the parcel bomb to the inquisitor, “Ryo” cell, as a token of honour
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and remembrance to the comrade who was killed…
Today the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire is reborn from its ashes,
promoting The Phoenix Project. New cells of the Conspiracy are ready to
unleash themselves into the new anarchist urban guerilla warfare. And to those
reformist anarchists who slander us saying that our methods seem more and
more mafia-like, it’s only because they start to resemble leftist hippies…
WE CREATE CELLS OF FAI-IRF EVERYWHERE. FOR THE
DIFFUSE OF THE ANARCHIST URBAN GUERILLA. STRENGTH
and SOLIDARITY to ANARCHIST STEKI NADIR. STRENGTH and
SOLIDARITY to the new nihilists, the anarchists of Praxis, the chaotics of
Refusal, the armed minorities of anarcho-individualists…
CONSPIRACY OF CELLS OF FIRE – FAI/IRF
RYO CELL
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VII
On October the 2nd of 2013, 2 incendiaries 1.5l of gasoline each were
placed at the sawmill situated on the land of a hunting resort under Bryansk
(western Russia). Tongues of flames rose up to lick the rags left by unfortunate
woodcutters right on the device. A nearby hill offered an awesome spot to enjoy
the night scene: thick smoke was soon gathering under the roof and coiling
around the compound in a mist-like fashion.
We suggest this action to count as our input in PHOENIX project
(#7), a project for the revival of direct action acts and anarchist resistance after
the repressions of 2010-2012. We wholeheartedly support our mates from
Moscow cells of CCF and ELF when they state the necessity to resume and
widen our attacks on state and capital.
Some thoughts about the recent critique by anonymous comrades from
Argentina. Without any second thoughts of being self-referential or posting
useless bravado:
Interior debates are not always worth it to publish in English on
international sites. Besides we thought that a series of attacks on similar targets
still sparks debates in the anarchist community at least on the local level (we can
name anti-police campaign of 2008-2011, Khimki and Butovsky forests, recent
protests against mining project in Voronezh). Sometimes things go beyond
debates.
We also considered it agreed upon that it’s very hard to coordinate
timed hits at the similar structures on the international level (like fur farms,
woodcutter industry, cops, prisons, military objects, industry, banks, gas
and oil etc.) as this takes more time and we are communicating on a more or
less public level here. So our enemies can get the better of us. It is debatable
whether we should risk our freedom during the next action for a chance to see a
communiqué about similar action taking place 6 months later somewhere else.
Besides, one cannot say we do not coordinate to some extent: notice the series of
attacks at power supply lines and electricity industry objects in Belarus, Canada
and Indonesia; actions taken against banking institutions in the UK, Russia,
Germany, Italy, Greece; numerous coordinated acts of hunger strikes performed
by our imprisoned comrades throughout the planet.
For our collective the whole FAI-IRF thing is more important because
of the feeling of being part to some wider community. In the past that was the
“social anarchist” organizations’ exclusive domain. Now anarchists of other
inclinations can feel camaraderie and support across the globe. Just several years
ago in our country if you wanted to get in touch with anarchists you’d have to
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suffer through established mainstream anarchist organizations. And if some shit
happened they were the first to mumble about police provocateurs and stuff.
Now people who feel the same, who are edging towards rebellion and actions as
no less valid than anarchist theory, can link up outside the pacifist and reformist
anarchist framework. And when we read about hundreds of cars burning in one
part of the world, banks going in flames in another and construction vehicles
sabotaged somewhere else – so much the better. A short trip in memory: recall
the heated discussions over the FAI acronym just a little while ago (or early
discussions over the support/denouncement of CCF). We believe it is the
achievement of every group from FAI-IRF that things have changed.
We understand that your concern is lack of streamlined coordination
in our attacks, but we have another issue to discuss as well: new groups to be
formed, spreading of information, countermeasures against repressions. If one
wants to coordinate her attacks more thoroughly, she needs only to read other
people’s communiqués better. But to fight the still ongoing repression aimed at
direct action groups world wide – this is the task we believe should be addressed
ASAP.
ELF/ FAI
Nestor Makhno Commando
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VIII
We are not spectators, but convinced enemies of all forms of domination.
Today, wielding the weapons of life and the ideas of rebellion, we
wanted to give away a bit of anarchic momentum.
Today, we decided to attack the 98th Board of Elections office in La
Reina commune [in Santiago] with an incendiary/explosive device, because
we are convinced that the current state of affairs is sustained not only by those
who administer domination, but also in the servile attitude of those who tacitly
endorse it.
This is also another cog of the democratic gear, due to its role in
logistically organizing the entire electoral process at regional level. In simple
terms, it appoints the board members of voting tables, the designated scrutineers
of electoral commissions, and delegates from election offices, in addition to
being the body that determines the polling stations.
We don’t camouflage our obscure intentions.
Why go on the attack? Anarchy should not spend energy in obstructing
the passage of a load of citizens toward the democratic rite of elections, but
rather try to demonstrate that any debate between the refractories and authority
is impossible. Anarchy must seek confrontation, instead of the promising appeal
to amend the wrong path.
Appeals for not voting, building the Popular Power, marking the vote
with the initials “AC” (Constituent Assembly), for a null vote, a blank vote,
or voting for the “lesser evil” are nothing but an expression of disclaimers in
citizenist language, and never put a strain on authoritarian domination.
The only truly worthy response amid so much misery is the antiauthoritarian offensive in its multiple facets and forms. It is the incitement to
arson by any means. It is the arson itself, the idea that motivates it, and also
the hands that concretize it, the unwavering will of those who fight to the last
breath, with the means they have at hand.
Against democracy, against the misery of some anarchists.
It seems we are witnessing a sacralization of democracy, as it is on
everyone’s lips. Citizens and purported revolutionaries bet on it as an ideal
future. Apparently, the whole spectrum of positions that the political weirdos
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hold is to make the existent perfect, or bring it truly into reality. Those who
believe in electoral tactics, as well as those who reject them, agree on this point:
the problem is not democracy but its management.
An anarchic position sets the rejection of any type of domination as the
order of the day, thus it does not stop at problems of shape: neither as historical
order nor as social dynamics does democracy mean a path of liberation. The
struggle for more democracy equals the struggle for deepening a social system
that hides the conflict emerging within it, the very conflict on which it is
founded.
At the local level, apparently no one remembers that there have been
gross concessions in favor of democracy from spectra claimed by anarchists and
libertarians. Or is it perhaps that no one recalls the ephemeral flirt of several
members of the Libertarian Communist Organization with the electoral
coalition “Together We Can” here, in Santiago, a few years ago? “Anarchists”,
communists, humanists and the sort, all holding hands and letting out an
occasional burst of laughter. Critical support? Simple platformist chutzpah.
What deserves a special mention is that one Libertarian Network who
have openly supported today one of the current presidential candidates of the
parliamentary left. Is it necessary to ask ourselves what sort of anarchist supports
a possible president? That’s spitting in the face of each comrade that decided to
affirm anarchy by magnicide (assassination of a ruler).
On the other hand, there are those who seek to broaden their militant
base at all costs, just like politicians do. For the Anarchist Revolution Current
(CRA) it’s not enough to falsify the recent history of anarchic struggle in this
territory, wrapping a supposed protagonism and an alleged and “unsustainable”
police hostility about their especifist organizing. Now they also attempt to
demonstrate their repudiation of the electoral process tossing up the flags of
their organization. Anarchic action must be propaganda of struggle, not of this
or that group or organization of anarchist chiefs.
Both the former and the latter expect to earn something back from
all this, while those involved in the electoral circus at least have the honesty to
not hide the intentions that motivate them. Those who superficially criticize
domination, with lots of opposition rhetoric, neither deserve our respect nor
are they comrades of ours.
It should therefore come as no surprise that electoral tactics are
reproduced in other political and organizational scales, too, where the ballot
box, voting or a show of hands are imposed and validated as methods for
decision making in student federations, organizations of the left, assemblies
and even some autonomous collectives. A good and disgusting example of
this is the recent election of a libertarian young girl, who was transformed into
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President of the Federation of Students of Chile, and argues that anarchism is a
“profoundly democratic” historical movement.
Those looking to have a grandstand for their organization in the
market of politics also fall into the game that they reject so much. And this
being the big picture, parliamentarists and the anti-election left coincide with
certain “libertarian anarchists” in strategy: the dispute over spaces of Power.
Active minorities for the anti-state and anti-authoritarian combat.
Uncontrollable anarchy is not subjected to democracy and its values.
It does not speak of majorities, consensus, or fundamental rights. It does not
bend over the head for some shares of Power, much less wait for better times
to experience its struggle. Today we are practicing, in all parts of the globe,
irregular warfare against domination.
We are considering conflict in these parameters; those who expect
revolutionary armies or popular militias do not even understand the nature of
the current war. If conflict is asymmetric, then let’s bite and disappear (hit and
run), let’s engage in hostilities against the enemy wherever they are, in every
place, even within every single one of us. Far from any militaristic drift, let’s fight
Power in a multiform manner, with autonomous action, and organized from
informality.
The attack is not only possible, it is also necessary. Let’s generate
situations and means to continue experiencing the conflict, and let’s practice
our advances wherever they arise.
Face to face with the enemy.
We know that this spirit expands internationally like the black plague,
and this is what inflames our burning desires to move onward. Gestures of
struggle like those of Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai make us feel, even
thousands of miles away, the urgency to contribute a grain of sand to this
immense shore of anarchic insurrection. To those who do not bow down to the
lion’s den, those who affirm their motivations facing the executioner, to Nicola
and Alfredo our sincere respect and complicity.
While planning this action we heard about the sad accident of comrade
Ilya Eduardovich Romanov, who was injured from the explosion of a homemade
device in western Russia. We were really struck at this news; we recalled similar
incidents that occurred in Chile, and it reminded us of how fragile the path of
those who struggle is, but it also gave us more strength and dedication at the
moment we moved onward with our preparatory acts. Tonight our heart was
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with yours, Ilya; this is a small gesture towards you, our own way of embracing
you from a distance, and wishing you a quick recovery.
For each step tonight was accompanied by the irreducible and dignified
attitude of all our brothers and sisters and comrades kidnapped in different
parts of the planet. Those who remain day by day in struggle, unyielding and
unrepentant… should know they are neither alone nor forgotten: Marcelo
Villarroel, Juan Aliste Vega, Freddy Fuentevilla, Hans Niemeyer, José Miguel
Sánchez, Alberto Olivares, Nicolás Sandoval, Victor Montoya, Marco
Camenisch in Switzerland, Gabriel Pombo Da Silva in Spain, Sonja Suder
in Germany, Nicola and Alfredo in Italy, the comrades who resist the grand
jury in the US, the urban guerrillas of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire, the
Revolutionary Struggle, and the comrades detained for the double robbery in
Kozani [Greece], who are facing trial soon. To irreducible Henry Zegarrundo
in Bolivia, and also to the comrades who have faced their arrest in Villa Francia
[in Santiago] on September 11th, 2013 in dignity and without victimization.
To conclude, we have turned the fire and explosion of our desires for
freedom into action, and thus send our revolutionary solidarity to Mónica
Caballero and Francisco Solar, comrades from Chile who were kidnapped by
the Spanish State in the early hours of November 13th, accused of installing an
explosive device which was vindicated by the Insurrectional Commando Mateo
Morral in October this year.
While the States of Chile and Spain implement mechanically once
again their well-known discursive, repressive and juridical strategy against
supposed anarchist criminal organizations of international character, we send
strength to our comrades, regardless of whether or not they’re responsible for
the facts of which they’re accused.
We call for international solidarity with Mónica Caballero, Francisco
Solar and the rest of the arrestees in Spain.
We dedicate this action to these comrades, intending also to contribute
in the revival and multiplication of direct action in this territory. This is why we
salute, despite our differences, the groups that carried out attacks this month
against banks scattered around the city.
Solidarity with comrades pursued by Power: Diego Ríos and Felicity
Ryder.
No truce with domination.
Memory and action for slain comrade Mauricio Morales!
Memory and action for slain comrade Lambros Foundas!
Long Live Ilya Romanov Cell
In affinity with Black International
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IX
From individual initiative, without bases of support or complex
revolutionary rhetoric/theories, without complex destructive devices WE
ATTACK! A Unique and Annihilating Attack, Belonging to itself and without
any moral, ideological or material condition.
From individual initiative, we practice informality in this war that we
assume as inevitable, and which we take part in through affinity. The fires and
explosions in this act are consistent with the iconoclastic desire in every wild
heart that associates egoistically.
It is this Unique that confronts Civilization and the Techno-industrial
System, and from Uniqueness arises the affinity for every Unique who also
ATTACKS.
The following are some verses and some actions, which we want to
frame within the Phoenix Project, dedicated to certain Individuals in whom–in
spite of the Passional differences that can sometimes rise to the surface–we find
correlation in their actions and communiqués, explicitly we want to dedicate
this as a hellish fire full of WILL to Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai of the
Olga Cell/FAI, to Andreas Tsavdaridis, member of the FAI and adherent to
the Pheonix Project, to the Anti-Civilization Warrior Adrian Magdaleno (a
Prisoner in these Lands), to the Insurgent Robber recently fallen in Action,
Sebastián Oversluij.
BROTHERS… HERE WE ARE!
Daybreak!
A tentative text not meant for solace,
The cacophonous (Non)life that runs
In each daybreak its obligatory course.
Another daybreak!
A little scorching but without delusions,
The truth’s clarity does not mislead our actions.
The day is nothing but circling hours
Time God! Civilizing Father!
Another Daybreak
Morning, evening or nighttime routine,
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Technology/Industry, omnipresent couple.
Another Daybreak!
Then the imagination:
How far will this go?
The Egoist Passion of the I never stops.
Something will collide!
It’s about to.
In a Triumphant point, the bitter Triumph of the I
As the last draught of LIFE.
Because there can be no other way for
The Vagabonds of Praxis.
Another daybreak!
To Bear Another Daybreak?
An Ode to LIFE! Let us not be misinterpreted!
Not as bio-centrists…
Not as Communists/Christians.
Laughing, Singing and Dancing like Wild Children,
Lucid, Cynical and
Iconoclastic!
Another Daybreak!
Let the scythe reap!
With this we also claim the attacks with explosive devices in the early
hours of November 18 (2013) on a church and a bank in the San Sebastián
neighborhood in the city of Toluca, Mexico, as well as the explosive/incendiary
device that detonated in another bank in the early hours of December 21 (this
year) near the Airport of the same city.
For the Triumph of the I!
Against the Techno-system and Civilization!
Anti-Civilization Faction of the
Earth Liberation Front
in affinity with the Informal Anarchist Federation.
(FA/FLT/FAI)
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X
You can’t jail wolves. You only can jail the body, but you cannot jail
the spirit of liberation and the will to keep carrying on attacks against all the
enemies. You can shut down one fighter but the spirit will still live and reach
the other corner and spot where you feel safe. You have an eternal enemy who
will never step back even though we lost comrades. We, the nihilist anarchists
will never stop hitting you until you are ashes. We are the pole out of your
poor understanding regarding what is anarchy and chaos for us. And yes we
are terrorists, the one who fought for freedom from hundreds of years ago with
fists, rocks, molotovs, incendiaries and of course, bombs.
And we used it against you. Against one of your most favourite
instruments: Banks. We blew up one of your money machines with our small
explosive creation. We made the bomb with our limited knowledge about it from
many different sources. We want you and your abiding citizens know that we
will never let our limitations bound our desire to continually address our anger
to all of you. We made the bomb consisting of small amount of black powder
and mixed it with some pieces of iron from nails to strengthen the power. And
it successfully blew and paralysed one of your supporting instruments.
But our mere anger is not the only reason of our action. Through our
action, we would like to salute our beloved comrades Monica and Francisco
who recently got arrested in Spain and are accused as individuals behind actions
carried out by a FAI Cell1. To our brothers and sister of Conspiracy of Cells of
Fire who are imprisoned in Greece, to Marco Camenisch and Gabriel Pombo
da Silva, to Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai, to Andreas Tasvdaridis and Spyros
Mandylas, to anarchists of Kozani’s double robbery case, to Fredy-MarceloJuan, to John Bowden and to Alfonso Alvian and Hermez Gonzales who were
recently arrested after trying to take back what the enemy steals from our lives
in Chile, and of course to all anarchist prisoners around the world who we can’t
mention one by one but who are still in our heart.
But most of all, our heart was hurt when we got the news of a comrade
who fell in battle against the enemy in Chile. Sebastian Oversluij Seguel.
Proudly we sang your name while we put the packet in the ATM
machine located in Malang, East Java in the early Thursday morning on 9
January. For you brother, we dedicated the action by taking your name as the
name of our cell for the action. For us, you still live next to us in each of our steps
and breath to keep going in this war. This bombing action against the property
1
Note: The actions were actually claimed by Insurrectionalist Commando Mateo Morral
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of the enemy is our way to remember you as a brave one.
Till society collapses,
Until chaos anarchy
Sebastian O. Seguel Cell
International Conspiracy for Revenge
Informal Anarchist Federation
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XI
Smoke signals from Berlin
The fire comes into your cities, into your nights. From our spirit within, we
carve its path towards all of you. It will warm our friends with solidarity
and will ignite their zest for action. It will turn our enemy into ashes.
Imprint us well in your memory. We want your heart. No matter who you
are. No matter who I am either. Maybe the Conspiracy will turn both of
us into ashes and at the same time fill us with life. What counts is the path
we are going, and that we take this path because we have the freedom to
choose. This freedom is nothing to be fought for but rather evolves in the
mind. What comes afterwards is not freedom but the power over one’s own
life. We do not discuss this; this is what we fight for.
CCF
Responsibility claim for some arsons of the past weeks in Berlin
On April 8th, 2014 we torched a vehicle of the municipal regulatory
authority, and the car of a security company, near the main railway station in
Berlin.
Berlin’s municipal regulatory authorities are being tasked by the
normal cops to persecute administrative offenses and to keep their eyes and ears
open in the everyday life of the metropolis. Small, lousy snoopers equipped with
radio transmitter and pepper spray. They work, just like the cops, together with
private security companies. At the main railway station, they share a parking lot
designated for officials with a security firm right next to a police station.
We also take responsibility for the arson at an embassy vehicle belonging
to a Greek female diplomat, on April 24th in Berlin’s district Dahlem, which is
filled with villas.
Diplomatic representatives of a State are exactly the right address for
fiery mailings; this rubs away their feeling of superiority and invulnerability,
same as it happened recently with the German ambassador in Athens, when
shots were fired at his house. The State itself is the problem, something which
many fighters of sectional struggles do not take into consideration. Nazis are
State; armament and nuclear technology are State; climate change and poverty
are also State.
With our action we negate the State’s monopoly on violence.
Germany takes a position which promotes repression in regard to the
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situation of migration policies in Greece. It’s not enough for the German politics
that a majority of the refugees who arrive in Greece end up in concentration
camps and that they are hunted and killed by Nazis, with or without uniform.
The German politicians consider the few ones who manage to cross the Greek
border alive as a threat to their rich white world. So, for example, the former
German Minister of the Interior, Friedrich, demands stronger border controls
and tougher action against those who, because of their home’s exploitation
by Western societies, are forced to escape war, hunger and repression. The
practical support of this mass murder that takes place at European borders is
visible to everyone when Germany’s detectives of the Federal Criminal Police
Office (BKA) are stationed in Greek airports, in order to pass their knowledge
in Racial Profiling on to their Greek colleagues. The German governmental
apparatus has supported the murders at European borders not only by sending
personnel but also by pressing towards agreements at the European level, such
as the Dublin II regulation.
On August 10th, 2013 a riot broke out in Amygdaleza, a concentration
camp which is located 25km north of Athens, where migrants are held captive
by the Greek State. The prisoners set their mattresses and cells on fire to protest
against the conditions in the camp, guards were attacked, and many migrants
tried to break out of the prison — about ten prisoners temporarily escaped.
Solidarity to prisoners
We greet the prisoners Andreas-Dimitris Bourzoukos, Dimitris Politis,
Yannis Michailidis, Nikos Romanos, who were arrested on February 1st, 2013,
accused of double robbery in Velventos, Kozani.
Our solidarity also goes out to Fivos Harisis, Argyris Ntalios, Yannis
Naxakis and Grigoris Sarafoudis, who were arrested for the same case1 in Nea
Filadelfeia, Athens.
Force and strength to our brothers and our sister, Damiano Bolano,
Haris Hadjimihelakis, Giorgos Polydoros, Panagiotis Argyrou, Theofilos
Mavropoulos, Christos Tsakalos, Giorgos Nikolopoulos, Michalis Nikolopoulos
and Olga Ekonomidou.2
Solidarity to
Tasos Theofilou
Theofilos Mavropoulos
1
Translator’s note: For the case of Velventos, Fivos Harisis and Argyris Ntalios
(not all four of them)
2
Translator’s note: Apparently the name of Gerasimos Tsakalos was
inadvertently omitted.
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Mónica Caballero and Francisco Solar
Freedom for all prisoners!
In memory of Sebastián Oversluij, who fell in battle against the
capitalist system. Freedom for Hermes González and Alfonso Alvial. Freedom
for Tamara Sol!
Strength, force and courage to all people who are fighting. For all the
migrants that set off to break through Fortress Europe. All those who have
fallen. All the unnamed. All those who fight the pigs in the streets of Athens.
Against the construct of borders and nations. Against prisons! For
freedom! For anarchy!
Autonomous Cell “Christos Kassimis”
Christos Kassimis [member of the Revolutionary People’s Struggle (ELA)] was
killed by cops in Athens, during an attempted attack on the German company
AEG on the 20th of October 1977. The action was in response to the murder of
prisoners [three members of the RAF] in Stammheim.
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XII
Our words, carve today like a blade and our actions burn the bridges with
yesterday… With tenacity and will, until we murder authority.
Conspiracy of Cells of Fire Prisoners Cell,
Andreas Tsavdaridis,
and Spyros Mandylas
(Letter to Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai)
The declarations of war against authority won’t stop with one single
action nor one single letter of publication. It is a totality of our lives, each one
of us, who stands here as egoists under the name of International Conspiracy
for Revenge (ICR) as part of the Informal Anarchist Federation/International
Revolutionary Front. We won’t step back, even if we are isolated or deserted
by the other “revolutionary anarchists” who devoted themselves to the dreams
of society, those who let their own values as anarchists be imposed wholly by
reformism, negotiation and conformity. We are out of their league and we
won’t play their game. We have our own, one of violence and direct action.
With nihilist comradeship through fire and fists to our comrades locked behind
bars everywhere, in Europe, in South America and Mexico. Our comradeship
also goes to those anonymous comrades who went underground to carry on a
constant confrontation with Power.
Recent Situation Concerning the General Election in Indonesia
Since the first New Year fireworks started, all forms of oppression
revelled in the curiosity and impatience before the general election (both
the parliamentary election and the presidential election). We saw how the
oppressors and the oppressed were walking hand-in-hand to celebrate what they
call: The time of new hope for a better change. They printed the faces of those
who are running for parliament and others are debating what should they do
to contribute to make democracy better than they have it nowadays. Mass and
social media all filled with empty words and the camouflage of how the general
election will bring the oppressed to gain their freedom. And that is definitely
right, because Indonesians will have the chance to choose who will be their
oppressors for the next five years.
We are not even surprised when we found out that those who claimed
themselves as anti-authoritarians were also merely trapped into the logic of
giving your voice during an election or abstaining.
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They producing memes, producing posters, shouting it out, organizing
people, just not to vote. To say no to voting boxes, to say no to the parliament’s
candidates; they say no to the parties, they say no to every infrastructure of the
voting system, but forget one important thing. To say no to the boundaries that
kept them away from real freedom. They wish a different result by trying the
similar way as used by Power. And how it can lead you to freedom? A question
that doesn’t need an answer, since it is useless to question the choices of these
people.
Anarchism is dead. And these people are the ones who proudly carry
the coffin of their so-called ideology: Anarchism. An ideology of the weak and
cowardly who called us “obsessed with violence” to cover up their fear. They are
afraid to arm themselves and walk alone into battle, a long battle without end or
goal.
And how different are we from these mobs?
We performed our disagreement with both those mobs by burning
down two offices of the general election committee located in Donggala, Central
Sulawesi on 16th April. We won’t stay away and let our enemy play around with
their party of democracy. We directly sent our anger and transformed it into
fire. We are not abstaining in this war. We attack.
We are not those anarchists who went to voting spots and painted
slogans and chants on the ballot boxes. We won’t smear our values by letting
our finger be painted with purple ink, a sign used by the authorities to identify
who voted and those who did not. We won’t let one single inch in our body be
polluted by our enemy. On the contrary, we attacked them without compromise.
On another chance, we sabotaged two cars (28th April) which were
planned to transfer the ballots from South East Minahasa district to the capital
city of province, Manado. We hit them not only to cause delay, but for our
further action, which we cancelled because of an intervention by some “good
citizens”. Next time, we will hit those who prevent us from our actions. With
violence, of course.
Abstaining by not giving our voices is not enough for us. We want to
bring this confrontation to be more wild than mere words or posters. We want
to speak through fire, as we mentioned in one of our communiqués before. But
we don’t invite anyone to join us. We are not interested in having new members.
We are not a party nor an anarchist collective. We are an armed group of the
tendency of violence. To attack, and not to open a dialogue with our enemies.
Solidarity and Fire
During our campaign, we targeted some important spots which were
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never targeted before. We are expanding our targets by adding some more variety
to them. On 19th April, for example, we burnt down the branch of the national
electric office in Madiun, East Java. This action is part of our campaign to hit the
vital spots of the enemy. By causing as much damage as we can. Causing terror
as wide as we can. We set the fire early morning 3.00am, and let the flames do
the rest. Awakening people in the morning with fire is our way to show our
sarcasm to the workers who need to get up in the early morning for eight hours
of slavery.
We chose this target as our way to send a message to Adriano Antonacci
and Gianluca Iacovacci. Both are Italian comrades arrested and accused for
several actions claimed by Anti-Civilization Subversive Individualities FAI/
IRF. And our fire is specifically dedicated to two of them, to share our thoughts
and dreams, our values and solidarity and to let both of them know that they are
in our hearts. We will never forget comrades who are captured by the enemy.
And revenge is the only way to reply to this repression.
We continued our campaign by putting a similar incendiary device
in the national electric company located in Semarang, Central Java, in early
morning 23rd April, which failed to ignite. In fact, we swarmed over the
security guard that came by when we were sneaking into the office. He is lucky
we decided to let him down and not put an end to his life.
It’s not a mercy from us, but merely a warning that we are not
playground kids who are playing around with fire. If you step before our path,
we won’t regret to help you to meet your end. All snoopers or wannabe goodcitizens are part of the enemy for us. And please take it serious and do not say
that we never warned you beforehand.
In the early part of this month, we continued our campaign by attacking
another three power plants in three different places. One in Ternate (5th May),
North Maluku and another two in Ambon (8th May), Maluku. We would like
the enemy to know that all the regions are not safe and we will attack more and
more next time.
All these actions are dedicated to our beloved comrades, Conspiracy
of Cells of Fire Prisoners Cell, Andreas Tsavdaridis – Spyros Mandylas, Gabriel
Pombo da Silva, Marco Camenisch, Monica Caballero, Fransisco Solar, Tamara
Sol Vergara, Fredy Fuentevilla – Marcelo Villarroel – Juan Aliste Vega, Hans
Niemeyer, Alvonso Alvial – Hermez Gonzales, Alfredo Cospito – Nicola
Gai, Giannis Mihailidis, Grigoris Sarafoudis, Andreas-Dimitris Bourzoukos,
Alexandros Mitrousias, Dimitris Politis, Fivos Harisis, Tasos Theofilou, Argiris
Dalios, Giorgos Karagiannidis, Babis Tsilianidis, Giannis Naxakis, Nikos
Romanos.
And to remember our brother, Sebastian O. Seguel, who fell in the
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battle against the enemy in Chile. These acts of revenge are for you, brother.
Through these actions, we want to re-call our comrades of FAI-IRF
to once again strike and re-launch the Phoenix Project. This time, harder than
before. We want to call all active cells of FAI/IRF to once again go to reinforce
the war, this time until the end.
Violence of war against the existent
Down with Society
Fire to the enemies
International Conspiracy for Revenge (ICR)
Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI)
International Revolutionary Front (IRF)
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XIII
We gave life to the Conspiracy of Black Fire with an attack carried out
on 7th May 2014, two years after our anarchist comrades and brothers Nicola
Gai and Alfredo Cospito shot Ansaldo Nucleare managing director Roberto
Adinolfi. Our actions are dedicated to them, with love and revenge.
In the night of 7th May we placed an incendiary device on a petrol
pump. Due to our inexperience the device didn’t accomplish its task of
destruction through fire, but we were armed with pliers and cut off all the fuel
dispensing tubes. Just a month earlier we targeted some ATMs.
We spent a great deal of time pondering on the question of informality
and the possibility of giving birth to a group of action. During our discussion,
among laughter and seriousness, lively debates, desires and anxiety, projects and
strategies, we decided to give birth to the Conspiracy of Black Fire and wage
war to the mega-machine of dominion.
We are Anarchists of action, we refuse any centralizing model of
organization that mitigates our rupture with the existent.
We are talking of new Anarchy and permanent conflictuality, without
dogmas or ‘revolutionary vanguards’.
As Conspiracy of Black Fire we are and will be an informal network
with autonomous cells of direct action. A network that struggles for Anarchy
Here and Now.
We are definitely leaving the low profile of social Anarchism, and are
totally committed to permanent conflict against all forms of Power without
stopping in the face of judicial consequences.
We are Anarchists, not lawyers preoccupied with the laws of our enemy.
We are getting rid of the burdens of frustration and defeat.
All the actions we will carry out and name as Conspiracy of Black Fire,
will be part of the war we have declared against dominion, civilization and its
society.
Sadly very few are talking and proposing an existential subversion
of our life conditions, very few are claiming total liberation in the face of the
degradation of our lives.
Life is being assessed on the basis of dead objects and illusions.
Therefore the question for us is not whether we are freer in this world or not,
but if we are willing to continue to live in a way that oppresses us.
We see so many people around us, including the poor, workers,
prisoners, migrants, etc. Their lives depend on this world and its civilization as
if the latter were the most precious thing they have. Therefore we, as Nihilist
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Anarchists, are declaring war on everything, the hand that holds the whip and
the back that is being hit.
We think it is not sufficient to dedicate ourselves to indulgent
ideologies offering an alibi to the immobility and passivity of ‘the exploited’. It is
‘the exploited’ that go to the polling stations every 4 years in order to give their
tyrants a mandate, it is ‘the people’ that see their bosses as role models, it is ‘the
people’ that become intoxicated with the drug of consumerism, it is ‘the people’
that believe in property as if it were religion, it is ‘the people’ that demand
more police, more prisons, more technology… From this criticism, the Nihilist
Anarchist tendency is breaking out along with our antisocial perspective.
The actions we are claiming with this communiqué are part of the
PHOENIX PROJECT; they are for us, for our brothers and sisters at war
against all forms of power, they are for our imprisoned comrades of the CCF
and for those who are outside, they are for Anarchist comrades Gianluca
Iacovacci and Adriano Antonacci, for Niccolò Blasi, Claudio Alberto, Mattia
Zanotti and Chiara Zenobi, and for all the comrades locked up in the high
surveillance units here in Italy and in all other countries, they are for Andreas
Tsavdaridis and Spyros Mandylas, for our brothers and sisters kidnapped in the
jails of dominion all over the world, from Indonesia to South America.
CONSPIRACY OF BLACK FIRE – FAI-FRI
NOTHING LESS THAN EVERYTHING!
ALL ON THE HERE AND NOW!
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XIV
Around Bristol between June 9th-10th, we left 7 mobile phone antennae
in flames. Daily continuation of capitalist society is dependent on uninterrupted
flows (of goods, people, data, and energy) and the communications grid is no
exception. The limited uses most of us can make from these flows only mask
the way they are mainly used to oversee and impose the dominant order, and
increase its reach and control.
You need only look to how the values of connectivity, speed, and
mobility that are embodied in a mobile phone (for example) facilitate a relentless
consumer culture and the requirement to be available and flexible at all times: as
much for the benefit of the boss and the advertiser as for your family or friends.
This is fully consistent with the modern restructuring and decentralisation of
the gigantic productive system which this society subjects us to. Hindering all
this was our objective.
Two antennae went up simultaneously, in Hambrook and outside Ram
Hill business park in Coalpit Heath, both owned by O2. This is also not the
first time O2 have been singled out for damage acts because of the contracts
they hold in the migrant detention industry, with cops, and tagging for the
probation service. Some hours later a 3rd O2 antenna went up in Coombe
Dingle, at the same time as a 4th fire was lit after gaining access to transmission
units connected to the huge BT telecommunication tower in Lockleaze. Signals
that will have been affected are those of O2, T-Mobile, Orange and Vodaphone.
These corporations variously are connected to the field of military
equipment and armament, use prison labour, and are famous for readily
collaborating with electronic policing by the secret services (now that widespread
data-surveillance is well known) while not even stopping at financing Oxford
university with its extensive animal experimentation labs. This has already led
to their interests being attacked in Berlin (T-Mobile’s parent company), Paris
(Orange), and Banbury (Vodaphone).
For all above reasons it is always good to harm these corporations,
structurally and economically, and then there is the issue of the antennae
themselves radiating who knows how much harmfulness to nearby species.
There were the publicised cases in Bristol even some years ago of a woman in
Shirehampton who complained of the affects of an antenna put up on her high
rise flatblock and later died from a brain tumor, while an antenna nicknamed
The Tower of Doom was withdrawn from Staple Hill after cancer rates soared.
Evidence has mounted up that prolonged use of mobile phones damages
the immune system, decreases fertility, and causes brain tumors and cancers:
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especially in the young. We should mention that the antenna we burned in
Coombe Dingle is one of three on the grounds of a university sports pitch also
marketed for schools, as are many others. Additionally, twisted lab technicians
claim to have deduced from experimentation on other mammals (built on
torture like so much scientific research) that exposure while still in the womb
“significantly damages brain function, structure and behaviour and suggested
that these exposures could contribute to children’s behavioural disorders”.
These products were and still are pushed on us as harmless, although
nearly every study that claims this was funded by the industry itself, when we
had no idea of the long term effects, similarly to the marketing of asbestos or
smoking before they began to show their deadly toll (to use only 2 better known
examples among thousands). These days even researchers at Bristol university
concede the dangers of cellular use. What a surprise….the permanently wired
environment turns out to be toxic, while companies make a killing in profits
and the government receives billions in taxes and licensing. For most people
prolonged contact with mobile phones or wireless networks in general seems
unavoidable, for work or to avoid social marginalisation, in the street, on public
transport, or at home: we are soaking in one more accumulative barrage in a
poisonous, anti-human and anti-life civilisation that grows by the day.
A recurring feature of the estrangement that technologies such as
mobile phones actually cultivate between individuals, is how many addicted to
their constant use now prefer to text message or to “tweet” to avoid the prospect
of real life contact, and how many only feel safe communicating from behind a
device. It is now completely standard for people to spend the majority of their
waking hours interfacing with one screen or another. Up and coming inventions
such as Google Glass attempt to make this enclosure near total (although also
dependent in part on uninterrupted transmission infrastructure). As a society
that lives through highly complex technologies, we no longer fully inhabit our
bodies and environment but instead some part of the techno-hive: and it is no
longer only nerds and the young who practically call this virtual reality their
home. As the sphere dominated by information technology expands, what is
considered socially of importance in our actual lives shrinks to what can be
conveyed and received by the device, and so narrowing human emotion and
experience. Or think about the obsessive urge to treat modern life as something
less to be lived than to be documented in each detail for passive consumption
on the “social” networks, as another example of colonisation by capitalism and
its technology.
Planning and carrying out your existence digitally also allows the
possibilities of unprecedented surveillance, and it hinders active rebellion or
even questioning of the dominant order by flagging up “abnormalities” in what
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you often voluntarily share with your friends or “Friends.” At the same time,
concerted exploitation of the base populations around the world and ecological
pillage to the point of collapse continues to fatten the same rich parasites’
pockets, and technological immersion helps people neither relate nor care. On
the contrary millions now hunger for their part in the way of life that is killing
everything.
With an anarchist perspective in search of free and fulfilling existence,
we fight to do away with all technologies born from the toxification and slavery of
mines, factories, and industrial infrastructures, and for our daily communication
to be as unmediated as possible. Taking down these few nodes was not enough
for us, it is not a case of simply abandoning the uses of a particular device alone,
but it is erasing the whole social system which first trapped us in its “necessity”
which is the challenge. We found antennae an easy way to start: it is simply a
matter of burning tires between the exposed cables and away you go. In North
Lanarkshire, Scottish villagers even felled one. By reflecting on radical and antiindustrial history in Britain (such as the Swing and Luddite insurrections),
as well as contemporary anarchist guerrilla praxis, we can see the advantage
of low-tech, cheap, and easily reproducible tactics to wreck machinery that
encloses and impoverishes us, on an even more intimate level presently than ever
before. These ubiquitous (and highly expensive) structures are spread around
every town or city and further industrialising the countryside, where they are
sometimes painted green in the attempt to camouflage them: and disgustingly
even have bird and bat nesting boxes mounted on some. Their guardians cannot
always be watching them all so it is up to our ingenuity to remain a step ahead
and stretch their forces thin. This and every network has its weak points, in
these cracks in the architecture of control that afford us leverage: a destructive
capacity we are appropriating. As the promises of hyper-technified modern
culture continue to show their shallowness, rebels will carry on acting against
the noxious installations and the way of life they feed.
….Resistance against the Technological-Industrial Machine lives only
through the path of liberation from every power and order, runs towards
an event horizon where nothing has been written yet.
Letter from Gianluca Iacovacci,
from C.R. San Michele prison
Our attack is not separate from overall anarchist subversion by all
means, which naturally includes solidarity with our prisoners in enemy hands.
A wild greeting from Bristol to Adriano Antonacci, no less than to his friend
and comrade Gianluca (FAI/IRF Subversive Anti-Civilisation Individualities)
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whose brave lone acts in Rome he is also accused of. Hello to the new anarchist
and anti-colonial groups in Hong Kong and Australia, and solidarity to the
Paris ten accused of sabotaging prison profiteers.
Our attack came at a time when the networks are already set to
be overloaded by the World Cup hysteria, to show our complicity with the
insurgent fighters in Brazil as they answer massive dispossession and militarised
slum clearances for the opulence of the games with street battles and arson.
Because it should be remembered that the enthralling spectacle, that is staged to
make the rich yet more money and to distract us from our daily humiliations, is
based on the State and Capital’s violence against resisters, the indigenous, and
the poorest in Brazilian society.
Let’s not forget Marie Mason1 and Eric McDavid: both are still behind
bars after State repression and entrapment which followed an early string
of Earth Liberation Front strikes in the USA. Years later the earth liberation
struggle is not defeated either in spirit or in practice. The fight goes on with fur
farms raided and emptied across North America, and our incendiary-minded
sisters or brothers prowling the besieged Turkish forests, the streets of the Costa
Rican metropolis, or the techno-industrial developments in Switzerland (on the
last note: a quick reminder that the continuing legal threats against the released
anarchists Silvia, Costa and Billy, and also the latest vindictive treatment of
Marco Camenisch around his prison transfer, have not gone unnoticed by the
international fire-starters).
Down with the society based on dominating earth and all its creatures.
Live Wires FAI/ELF
(14th contribution to the international Phoenix Project, one more part of a
war that will never be contained by a legal code)

1
Since this text was written, Mason has come out as a transgender man and
now uses the name Marius Jacob Mason.
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ACT ONE
Explosive attack on vehicle of the
Koridallos prisons director
Greece — June 2013

ACT EIGHT
Incendiary/explosive device against
Board of Elections office
Chile — November 2013

ACT TWO
Explosion of the vehicle of
Navplio prison screw
Greece — June 2013

ACT NINE
Explosive attacks against
banks and church
Mexico — November/December 2013

ACT THREE
Burning down the third floor of
former Sheraton Hotel
Indonesia — June 2013

ACT TEN
ATM bombed
Indonesia — January 2014

ACT FOUR
Parcel bomb to former commander of
the anti-terrorist division
Greece — July 2013
ACT FIVE
Incendiary attack against a
school for police
Indonesia — August 2013

ACT ELEVEN
Incendiary attacks on municipal
vehicle, security vehicle, and Greek
diplomat’s vehicle
Germany — April 2014
ACT TWELVE
Incendiary attacks on election offices
and cars, national electric office, and
three power plants
Indonesia — April/May 2014

ACT SIX
Parcel bomb for chief prosecutor
in the CCF case
Greece — September 2013

ACT THIRTEEN
Sabotage of petrol pumps and ATMs
Italy — May 2014

ACT SEVEN
Burning down of sawmill
at hunting resort
Russia — October 2013

ACT FOURTEEN
Four arsons against cellular
transmission infrastructure
United Kingdom — June 2014
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